Solution brief

Control, safeguard, comply
HP Access Control Printing Solutions advance compliance
and mobility in healthcare

What if you could…
• Enhance the security of networked printers by
easily authenticating devices and users?
• Offer mobile and remote workers, as well as
admissions, nursing stations, and records
departments the access and features they need?
• Increase the rate of return on infrastructure
investments by tracking activity by device, user,
and department?
• Cut print costs across the organization with
rules-based printing and intelligent routing?
• Change user behavior without sacrificing
convenience or security?
• Reduce IT support costs while enabling 7x24
hour availability?

Convert privacy and cost
exposures to secure and
compliant assets
Uncontrolled print environments in a hospital
setting can present a serious risk to patient
privacy, institutional security, and even
profitability. You must protect sensitive
information, secure devices, and improve
7x24 device availability in critical clinical
environments to provide the care patients
need and expect. To gain better control, you
need to implement plans that meet industry
regulations while at the same time increase
productivity, lower costs, and provide more
flexible scanning and printing solutions for
staff and clinicians.
HP Access Control Printing Solutions can
enhance security, help providers meet privacy
and compliance regulations, lower the cost of
printing, reduce overhead costs, and improve
overall productivity. HP Access Control is a
suite of printing solution modules that deliver
print authentication, auditing, authorization,
accounting, and secure “pull” printing
capabilities that are scalable across the
healthcare organization. HP Access Control
is designed to be modular, and to integrate
easily within your existing environment,
enabling you to choose the specific solutions
that are right for you.

Solution at a glance
Current Electronic Medical Record (EMR)
applications provide security and control over
who may print Protected Health Information
(PHI), but their security stops at the
application. HP Access Control enables you
to extend control over who faxes, scans, and
copies PHI as well, which is necessary to more
fully meet HIPAA compliance.
HP Access Control Printing Solutions also
make it easy to monitor and control imaging
and printing costs, collect and track data by
device and user, and modify user behavior
to help lower expenses and increase patient
privacy by eliminating unclaimed documents.
Manage access to networked HP printers,
multifunction printers (MFPs), and scanners
to protect sensitive information.
You can even deploy the solution through
an HP Managed Print Services agreement to
support selected imaging and printing devices
from Canon, Lexmark, Ricoh, and Xerox. Help
ensure streamlined imaging and printing
practices by confirming the right devices are
being used for the right jobs, and contribute
to environmental goals by reducing wasted
paper.
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Control and secure your
managed print environment

Meet specific needs with a
modular approach

Secure Authentication
Protect your networked imaging and
printing devices with robust authentication
features that integrate with existing network
credentials, including Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol (LDAP) and Active Directory.
Increase document security by requiring
simple user authentication prior to printing,
copying, emailing, or scanning at the device.

HP Access Control Express
A lower cost, simplified solution, HP Access
Control Express delivers secure print
authentication, secure pull printing, and job
accounting features.

HP Proximity Card Readers
Provide users with a single authentication
solution that supports a wide variety of the
proximity card protocols.
Secure Pull Printing
Enable users to print to the network, and
then retrieve jobs to any solution-enabled
device. Pull printing virtually eliminates
unclaimed documents, and increases the
efficiency of mobile workers by allowing
them to access documents from almost
anywhere across the healthcare ecosystem.1

HP Access Control Professional
With the full suite of HP Access Control
solutions, HP Access Control Professional
delivers secure print authentication, auditing,
authorization, accounting, and secure pull
printing express.
HP Access Control Modules
The gateway to customize your environment
with only the features you need, HP Access
Control Modules delivers any of the individual
solutions within the suite.

HP Access Control Professional
The full suite of solutions that includes secure print authentication, auditing, authorization,
accounting, and secure pull printing.

Create print rules

Optimize printing
workflows
Manage printers

Enable pull printing

Account for print use
Authenticate users
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Increase device security
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HP Access Control bundle comparison
HP AC Express

HP AC Professional

Modular solutions

PIN, PIC, and mobile release

Yes

Yes

Yes

Proximity reader (CZ208A)

No

Yes

Yes

Secure pull print express

Yes

Yes

No

Secure pull print

No

No

Yes

Job tracking

Up to 30 users
per device

Up to 30 users
per device

Yes

Job accounting

Yes (no quota/
allocation)

Yes

Yes

Full reporting (300+ reports)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Intelligent print management

No

Yes

Yes

Intelligent rights management

No

Yes

Yes

Encryption

No

Yes

Yes

Roaming

No

No

Yes

Add-on modules

None available

Job accounting
user pack (CE948AAE)

All modules are sold
independently

Secure authentication

Secure pull printing

Job tracking and reporting

Policy

Other
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Monitor and allocate printing
resources
Job Accounting
Track the use of devices and supplies across
your organization. Use that data to easily
create detailed reports that allow you to
allocate print costs, motivate employees
to print smarter, and provide IT with the
necessary information to improve fleet-wide
forecasts.

Lower costs with effective
management
Intelligent Print Management
Manage output and create custom printing
rules that help you meet cost-cutting
goals, internal compliance needs, and
environmental initiatives. Save paper, restrict
color printing to only those who need it,
and balance device use with automatic job
routing.
Intelligent Rights Management
Create custom device user controls that can
enforce your security goals, lower costs,
and assign specific usage rights to individual
workers or groups for faxing, copying, and
scanning.

HP at work
When a large pharmaceutical company
started to notice signs of an unmanaged
print environment—confidential documents
left exposed at the printer and employees
resisting the steps of complicated
authorization—it turned to HP. HP Access
Control Printing Solutions successfully reined
in both the risk and the resistance. Now only
authorized employees can retrieve jobs at
the device, and encrypted data provides an
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For additional information on HP Mobile Printing Solutions, visit hp.com/go/businessmobileprinting.
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extra layer of protection. Plus, employees get
what they need without the hassle because
the simple badge authorization is easy and
stress-free.

Why HP?
For more than 50 years, HP has been
partnering with leading healthcare
organizations, supplying the technical
expertise and business savvy required to
position these companies at the forefront
of healthcare innovation. Today, industry
analysts rank HP as a leading provider of
information technology and services to
the health and life sciences industry. In
fact, nearly half of the top 10 healthcare
equipment and services companies are
HP Managed Print Services clients.2
HP’s patient-centered healthcare solutions
enable providers and empower patients with
more powerful and intuitive solutions that
deliver better care. We can help you improve
care delivery, patient engagement, and
population health management.
We will take the time to understand your
specific needs and create a plan to help
optimize your fleet, ensure data and
document security, and manage your
evolving workplace.

Get started
Contact your local HP representative to:
• Set up a workshop to assess your specific
business needs.
• Establish a plan to implement the best
solution for today and into the future.
• Identify an environmental approach that
can help your organization save money.

Learn more
hp.com/go/healthcare

Share with colleagues
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